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4 Intended for installation in places, where free air flow around the head does not occur; 
interacts with thermostatic radiator valves ZT22 of VALVEX S.A. make.
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Note: Once the setting is selected, so-called memoir 
should be shifted so that the tag of the memoir is 
located opposite the selected setting. The memoir 
enables quick and precise re-setting of set 
temperature in a room, after the setting of the head 
has been changed to another temperature. 

can be easily reset after airing thanks to so-called „memoir” previously adjusted.
Previously selected temperature

VALVEX offer also includes special clamps (cat. no. JFA-4413.45.0), protecting the GZ.03 and GZ.04 heads 
against unintended removal. 

Note: Performance, technical parameters and connection dimensions of GZ.04 head are the same as in case of 
GZ.03 head. 

Children’s room

fasten the wall holder with expansion plugs in the wall
Caution: The place selected should not be influenced by direct solar radiation or cold air 
inflow. It is necessary to pay attention that the sensor is not covered with curtain, radiator 
enclosure, etc., 
put the sensor into holder and fasten the enclosure of the sensor
straighten the necessary part of capillary from the sensor side, needed for connection with 
valve, while leaving the rest uncoiled,
undo protective cap from previously installed ZT22 thermostatic valve,
turn the knob of the head counterclockwise home (to position „5”)
put the head onto ZT22 valve so that the adjustable indicator is well visible, while paying 
attention that protrusions in the base of the head are precisely located in adequate hollows 
in ZT22 valve flange;
finger-tighten fixing nut, without use of any additional tools,
check proper installation by turning the head knob from left to right side stop,
select the setting corresponding to required temperature in the room. 
Caution: Pay attention during installation so that not to damage (kink) the capillary.
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VALVEX thermostatic heads of GZ.03, GZ03A and GZ.04 types are guaran-
teed for 10 years.

Signature of Quality Control

Terms of guarantee:
The product is guaranteed by manufacturer for 10 years, starting from date of sale.
Defects revealed within guarantee period will be repaired free of charge within 14 business days starting 
from date of claim submission.
Notification of defect or damages are received by Claim Handling Store of VALVEX S.A. (phone no. (018) 
26 93 249 ext. 333 or 222).
In order to complete the guarantee repair, the faulty product should be delivered to the Claim Handling 
Store with description of the claim reason and copy of proof of purchase, with stamp of retail store where 
the product was purchased and legibly printed purchase date. 
The guarantee does not cover part that subject to wear and tear during operation period, failures resulting 
from installation and utilisation in a manner incompatible with instruction, defects resulting from 
mechanical or thermal damages, or bearing traces of user interventions.
The guarantee for purchaser will be null and void when:
guarantee card is lost or destroyed
wilful repairs or dismantling are done
the product is used improperly or incompatibly with the instruction

Quality Assurance System compatible with ISO 9001 standard


